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By B. T. Gottfred

Square Fish, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand New Book. A
cool girl--with an X-rated internal life--and a socially inept guy prove that opposites attract in this
honest look at love, sexuality, and becoming your true self, in this edgy YA novel by B.T. Gottfred.
Penelope Pen Lupo is sick and tired of being fake--not fake in a mean girl way, but in a way that
hides who she really is. On the outside, Pen is popular, quiet, and deferential to her boyfriend. On
the inside, however, Pen is honest, opinionated--and not quite sure that she s like other girls. Do
they have urges like she does? His classmates may consider him a nerd, but Benedict Pendleton
knows he s destined for great things. All he has to do is find a worthy girlfriend, and his social
station will be secured. Sure, Benedict is different--but that s what he likes about himself. When
fate intervenes, both Pen and Benedict end up at the same vacation resort for winter break. Despite
their differences, the two are drawn together. But is there such a thing as happily ever after for a
nympho and a nerd? A unique take on...
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This composed ebook is wonderful. It really is writter in basic words rather than hard to understand. You may like the way the writer compose this pdf.
-- Ryder Nolan-- Ryder Nolan

This book can be well worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It is writter in simple words and phrases and not confusing. Its been printed in an
exceptionally simple way in fact it is merely right after i finished reading through this pdf by which basically changed me, modify the way i think.
-- Margot Carter V-- Margot Carter V
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